**BENEFITS**

› **DO BETTER IN SCHOOL**
Students in LinC courses make better grades and have lower withdrawal rates.

› **LEARNING MADE EASIER**
Integrated lessons help reinforce common themes and topics from both courses, making them easier to learn.

› **BOND WITH CLASSMATES**
Having the same people in two classes makes it easier to get to know each other, make friends and find study partners.

› **GET EXTRA HELP**
Each set of LinC courses comes with a Success Coach (a Valencia advisor, librarian or counselor) who provides academic and social support.

› **ATTEND EVENTS**
LinC events and workshops are both educational and fun (and usually have free food).

**REGISTER FOR LinC COURSES IN ATLAS**
In the Atlas Registration screen
• Click on “Register for Classes”
• Click on “Step 3: Register for Classes/Withdraw from Classes”
• Make sure you enter both CRN numbers for the LinC Courses

Contact: Robyn Brighton, LinC coordinator
Phone: 407-582-5653
Email: rbrighton1@valenciacollege.edu
Website: www.valenciacollege.edu/LinC
or talk to your academic advisor.
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WHAT IS LinC?

In LinC, two courses from different disciplines are paired together with a common theme. The same students take both classes and the professors teach as a team, using integrated lessons.

SOME EXAMPLES OF LinC COURSE PAIRINGS

LinC courses change each semester.

- Student Success — Developmental Math
- Developmental English — Developmental Reading
- Freshman Comp I — Intro to Humanities
- Student Success — Developmental English
- Speech — Freshman Comp I

FIND LinC CLASSES

Visit valenciacollege.edu/schedule and click on “Show only Linked classes.”

Find LinC Classes
Student Success — Developmental Math
Developmental English — Developmental Reading
Freshman Comp I — Intro to Humanities
Student Success — Developmental English
Speech — Freshman Comp I

Credit Class Schedule Search

Select one or more search options

- Term
- Discipline
- Instructor
- Subject Prefix
- Location

Show only Linked classes
Show only Flex Start classes
Show only Supplemental Learning classes

Meeting Days
Check the box of the days you want to attend. Leave all boxes to select every day.